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Tippy tip definition

from American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, 5th Edition. adjective Likely to be overturned or tilted. from the century dictionary. He can tip. given in rollover or fall; wabbling; Unstable. It is characterized by an action or reversal movement, as an individual; therefore gingerly; Smart? Fine. from the Wiktionary Performance
License, Creative Commons/Share-Like. adjective outdated Modern, tip-top. adjective outdated, with the At the height of fashion, excellent, cool. Last name Smart, neat, smart. Tea's adjective, having a large amount of tips, or leaf buds. noun outdated A dandy. adjective Canada, U.S. Tends to tip or tilt over; Unstable. by WordNet 3.0
Copyright 2006 by Princeton University. All rights reserved. adjective (used by vessels) that tend to shake up easily under cloth Mr. Blagojevich may be the first governor to use the tippy-toe expression anywhere in an address of the legislature, let alone as a verb. In Springfield, The Defense Gibberish - The Lede Blog - NYTimes.com Mr.
Blagojevich may be the first governor to use the tippy-toe expression anywhere in a legislature address, let alone as a verb. In Springfield, The Defense Gibberish - The Lede Blog - NYTimes.com Mr. Blagojevich may be the first governor to use the tippy-toe expression anywhere in a legislature address, let alone as a verb. In Springfield,
The Defense Gibberish - The Lede Blog - NYTimes.com Mr. Blagojevich may be the first governor to use the tippy-toe expression anywhere in a legislature address, let alone as a verb. In Springfield, The Defense Gibberish - The Lede Blog - NYTimes.com Mr. Blagojevich may be the first governor to use the tippy-toe expression
anywhere in a legislature address, let alone as a verb. Lede will tell you, you have no idea what a pleasure it is to see her in Washington, with all these other politicians kind of tippy-toeing around and trying to be just careful, you know. Correcting pres comments to Ca Democratic Party will tell you, you have no idea what a pleasure it is to
see her in Washington, with all those other politicians kind of tippy-toeing around and trying to just be careful, you know. President Comments to the California Democratic Party Anyone who has been in the kayak knows how tippy it is so when it went over, soon followed. TravelPod.com TravelStream™ - Recent entries in TravelPod.com
It seems as tippy as it is – I feel like our cats will make short work out of it! Apartment Main Therapy Everyone is kind of tippy-toeing at it, said Chris Henricson, president of the Lewis Funeral Chapel in Bremerton in Washington state. unspecified English loves putting words together to make new ones. How do you know if you spell them?
one or two words? Take this quiz to test your knowledge! A compound word is a word consisting of two or more words that are otherwise unchanged. TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT First recorded in 1885-90; tip2 + -y1tippet, Tippett, tipping point, tipple, tippler, tippy, tippytoe, tip leaf, tipstaff, tipstaff, tipsyDictionary.com Unabridged-
based Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2021rocky, groggy, precarious, unstable, wobbly, unscram trapped, unstable, capricious, volatile, volatile, dazed, careless, unreliable, restless, unsound, vacillating, variable, wavering, wayward When Tippy, in her bathrobe and with a candle, descended the dark room
to grope at the door and let me in, I didn't say a word. Georgina's service stars| Annie Fellows JohnstonI was wild to go, but Tippy has no patience with people who put their hands on the plow and then look back. Georgina's service stars| Annie Fellows Johnston Don't Be Cross, Tippy, begged Barbara, laughing until the tears came.
Georgina of rainbows| Annie Fellows JohnstonTippy thought he was too cold for her in the dining room where there was no fire. Georgina of rainbows| Annie Fellows JohnstonOnly this morning Tippy was told-could she have thought something was wrong and was trying to comfort her? Georgina of rainbows| Annie Fellows JohnstonThe
only gift parents need is here© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC DefinitionsSynonymsSendences A tippy racing shell; a tip card table. last name Which tips easily? is not stable; Precarious. last name 1806, Folio Harbor, v 2, Philadelphia: John Watts, p 143. The wig is the thing, the wig, the wig, / Be of tone a natty branch, / The thing, the tippy
and the branch, / Nor be right that they are the really wise, / For after all, in vulgar eyes, / Wisdom is in the wig. Last name 1808, Thomas Morton, A Cure for Heart Pain, in British Theatre or, A Collection of Plays, London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, p 10. Rent! your boor! That's for Sir Hubert! [Snapping his fingers.] Ah! The
servants of Nambob are the tipEvery thing that has to be done by them so gently. last name 1845, The Frog and the Fox, in The New Monthly Magazine and Humorous, London: Henry Colburn, p 371. As none of them said No, he opened the will, and found that the old lady had left all the accumulated scrapes of a long industry life to her
son William, to help his great skills in promoting the honor of the family. [. . .] That's what he'll do, Smugs said, and then turn to his brothers, he remarked. Just the tip, 'cause they cleaned me up. [. . .] adjective (colloquial or slang) Smart, neat, smart. Tea's adjective, having a large amount of tips, or leaf buds. adjective (outdated, colloquial
or slang) A dandy. noun (Canada, USA) Tends to be overturned or tilted upwards; Unstable. adjective 1790, edge (top) +Ž -y. Sense of smart can be affected by edge (n., internal information). When all his furniture was completed on in the evening, and Tippy the elf had seen, and applauded her hands for joy, Peeky talked about the tools.
I know because Pyock told me himself when he showed me a new book case he'd made about Tipy! Cotton-Tails, one called Snubby Nose, and one called Tippy Toe, let's say - just assume it looked as much like two peas. At last Snubby Nose and Tippy toes stopped stopped and dancing, and everyone listened to Grandpa Grinians.
Grandpa Grubles went outside, and opened his wide green cotton umbrella, and invited Snubby Nose and Tippy Fingers to step in. They pretended to be looking for snubby nose and Tippy toe, although they knew they were gone. They looked at every corner and corner, but knew well enough that Snubby Nose and Tippy Toes had gone
sailing away with Grandpa Grumbles. So Susan made cookies and Snubby Nose and Tippy Toes packed their little travel bags and Bunny packed their meals in small baskets. Tippy Toes said he didn't know, but Snubby Nose said he had walked a tight rope away and throughout his life! He lowered his green cotton umbrella and helped
snubby's nose and tippy toes onto the merry-go-round. Snubby Nose and Tippy Fingers, by Laura Rountree Smith This eBook is about using everyone anywhere at no cost and with almost no restriction whatsoever. Tippy, an Alaska Husky who had come with the original group of dogs from the Army, was curled up on top of his cage just
like an Arctic sled dog. Even the aluminum piroque that had been stored in the engine room all this time was kind of fun in a tippy, flat bottom kind of way. Snubby Nose and Tippy Fingers, by Laura Rountree Smith This eBook is about using everyone anywhere at no cost and with almost no restriction whatsoever. CHAPTER II Where do
you think Tippy Toe was, and what do you think he did? Also found in: Treasure, Wikipedia. (tلp'ē)adj. tip;pi;er, tip;pi;est Likely to tip or tilt: a tippy racing shell; a tip card table. American Heritage® Dictionary of The English Language, fifth edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. adj, -pier or -piestin slope or likely to tip or fallCollins English Dictionary - Full and Unabridged, 12th edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (■t■p i) adj. -pi•er, -pi•est. Random House Kernerman Webster's College
Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionarys Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All rights reserved. Adj.1.tippy - (used by boats) with a tendency to shake up easily under sailboat - a small boat for trips in waterustable - lack of stability or solidity or stability; unstable political conditions; The tower proved unstable in the high wind.
an unstable global economy Based on WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Let a friend know about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: At the height of the evening, Little Swils says, Gentlemen,
if I may, I'll try a brief description of a real-life scene that came here for the day. It is very welcomed and encouraged; comes out of the room as Swils; comes as the (not the least in the world like him); describes the investigation, with remedial intervals of piano-forte accompaniment, in refrain: With his (the coroner's) tippy tol li doll, tippy tol
lo doll, tippy tol li doll, tippy tol li doll, Dee! It doesn't seem impossible to me, Tibi said. it's definitely a very tipping plan. Meet Tippy, a beautiful and sweet, 7-year-old, long-haired silver/gray cat. Starting with cocktails and a grazing table, guests at all their ornaments (including Nyoy Volante and wife Mikkie Bradshaw, Jed Madela, Tim
Pavino, Markki Stroem, Morrisette, Tippy dos Santos, Audie Gemora, Menchu Lauchengco-Yulo, Ogie Alcasid, Carla Guevara-Laforteza, Shiela Valderrama-Martinez) loudly and very cheerfully cheered the newlywed couple. Animals for dwellings: | Binx and Tippy are cat numbers 1 and 2 respectively. Respectively.
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